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When flight instructor Laurie Edenson got the call from her brother, he was sober, and ready to be a good influence on her
daughter, Lissa. Lissa’s always had a head for the clouds, but now her free-spirited nature and serious plans to become a pilot
takes on a whole new meaning after her father’s death. Laurie asks her brother to look after her daughter and hopes he’ll guide
Lissa through the lonely, complicated waters of being a parent. Nick never thought that becoming an instructor at a top flight
school would bring him into contact with a spunky, fun-loving young woman, but when he starts to fall for her, he realizes he
might have a future after all. But life at the Sizemore School isn’t all fun and games. A deadly kidnapping threatens the women’s
lives. When Nick and Laurie uncover a dark secret, they’ll have to confront the evil lurking beneath the shadow of the sky to
protect the women they love—and all the innocent children of the world. An inspiring and moving tale of friendship and
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courage, Blood Ruby by Patricia Frost is a mesmerizing tale of the bonds that form over time and the strength we find when we
must work together to make it to the other side. Eager to land her dream job as a pilot, college student Margaret Lau sees her
chance when she stumbles across a job posting. Landing a pilot position will make her dream come true: The pay is great, the
hours are flexible and the flying is exhilarating. So Margaret submits her application, packing everything she has into one
suitcase. Even though she knows her chances of being hired are slim, the job is the opportunity of a lifetime. But as she begins
to fill out the application, things take a turn for the worst. Her father has been diagnosed with a brain tumor and has become
bedridden. To make matters worse, her mother has become engaged to a new man who, as Margaret realizes, isn’t the kindest of
men. While Margaret is being hired by a company that flies its passengers to, and from, a small island in the South Pacific, her
family is in turmoil. Her mother and the new fiancé don’t like the idea of their daughter making a living away from home, and
her father is so sick that she doesn’t know if he’ll make it through the journey, f3e1b3768c
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